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EVERYTHING FLOWS, the ancient Greek said from the riverbank. 

Coming at you on the interstate, we say everything fails. 

Retail and wholesale, manufacturing and service, ingenious 

start–ups and old–line standards, the narrow–niched and the broad–

based, the local and the international, businesses, companies, firms, 

conglomerates, they all fail. Margins shrink, profits plummet, losses 

mount, and we dissolve the assets, turn movable goods into liquid 

money, transform trailers of objects into lines of digits on liquid–

crystal displays.

To compete with other road shows—monster trucks, heavy–metal 

acts, wrestlemanias—and undersell local discounters, we’re a tour de 

force, a surprise attack. We’re force on tour, thirty high–cab Kenworths 

filling the right lane like a military convoy, tractors and trailers all 

the same gun–metal gray. From the two–lane highways and access 

roads, our closed nose–to–tail formation looks like boxcars—MIDWEST 

LIQUIDATORS, MIDWEST LIQUIDATORS, MIDWEST LIQUIDATORS—trundling 

toward some final depot. From closer up, the rest–stops and weigh 
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stations, the diesels’ roar and smoke demonstrate that our over–the–road 

Army–Navy store carries every American service’s surplus. At a steady 

fifty–five miles an hour, we’re a forced march with all the products of 

forced sales. And to oncoming traffic, our daytime headlights show 

that, like a funeral procession, we’re hauling the heaviest weight, the 

dead weight of failure.

Since 1973, when wages stagnated, we’ve seen affluence run its 

course. Home and abroad the dollar declined and America contracted. 

Even words failed. In the age of global competition, “foreign aid” 

became taboo and then an added “s” finished “aid” as goodness, 

stained giving with incurable disease. Before AIDS and before charity 

concerts, those extravaganzas that hyphenated “aid” to defunct 

groups, we could quietly announce our arrival in your city. Before the 

Community Chest emptied out and the United Fund was plundered, 

we could subtly advertise our altruism with a minor misspelling: 

Midwest Liquaidators. Now we’re forced to cast a major spell, come 

in sudden and come on strong, if we’re to aid the all we serve: the 

sinking entrepreneurs, the family concerns going under, the franchises 

drowning in debt, the corporations that can’t be bailed out, and you, 

all of you who walk our aisles, survey the products in piles like the 

wrack of flood, and buy the goods we offer at savings only liquidation 

allows.

We saturate you with unexpected air power in Tuesday drive–time. 

“Whump whump whump” the ads begin, helicopter blades reminding 

veterans and moviegoers of bullets from the sky. Then my voice 

screams over the noise: “Everything fails. The Liquidators are coming, 
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the Liquidators are coming. Out past the loop, traffic is backing up.” 

(The sound of downshifting, the surge of torque in a lower gear.) “Cars 

are lining up behind the Liquidator trucks. It’s a mile–long caravan 

following the Liquidators to the arena.” (The beep beep of happy 

horns.) “Bring your trailers and vans and pickups and empty trunks,” 

I shout and hesitate before identifying the appeal of returning armies, 

“collect the spoils.” Then, over the returning helicopter whump, I yell, 

“Thursday through Sunday while they last, America’s best deals on 

wheels.” Finally, almost covered by the noise, a fading trailer: “Only 

once this yeeaarr.”

Once a year every year, our tour of duty takes us to the Midwest’s 

forty–five largest cities, a 1,500–mile jagged loop from our base in 

Middletown, Ohio. The Liquidators arrive without warning. We’re our 

own advance guard, Marines of sale my radio voice suggests, victors in 

the American price war, the kind of road warriors who’d put competitors 

in cement footwear. To give our show of force respectability, to show 

you we’re not like gypsy roofers or those rear–door distributors who 

sell direct from stolen trailers, we rent the biggest buildings available, 

metropolitan arenas, coliseums with surround–around seats, small–

city domes, homes of minor–league franchises. We steer away from 

exhibition halls and convention centers, spaces designed to show off 

future success, low–track lighting burnishing the gloss of next year’s 

boats and campers, mezzanine booths with high–definition screens to 

project trade–show dazzle. With our marked–down goods we need 

to be at the bottoms of buildings that have no basements. We want 

the high space over our heads, the empty seats, canvas tarps covering 
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courts, rough wooden flooring over ice. If stadium managers would 

let us, we’d spread dirt like the rodeos to remind our customers that 

Liquidators are the lowest link in the chain of sale, the chain of chains: 

the high–rise department stores dropping goods down to their outlets, 

the outlets dumping to the alphabet of marts, the marts dispersing the 

unsold to odd–lots and seconds shops, those one–room collections of 

ill–made and damaged objects in abandoned strip malls. If the goods 

change hands after us, it’s underground, the underworld of flea market, 

trading stall, or garage sale.

Your world, Dad.

On Wednesday we dolly in the crates and boxes, remove the 

merchandise, pile the containers in walls, and make a maze. We 

set our wares on the floor, fanning out irregular shapes—wooden 

duck decoys, coffeemakers, pillows—and stacking up rectangles and 

squares: socket sets, VCRs, and toolboxes. No shelves or tables or 

bins raise and organize our low–tide remnants. Narrow aisles coil and 

loop like brooks through the almost solid mass of solids. Hypermarket 

grids don’t section off and suspended signs don’t name our display 

of dense disorder: bathroom tissue stacked next to touch–up guns, 

Ninja Turtle backpacks spilling into Hocking microwave cookware, 

layers of industrial tarps across from stands of beer–logo pool cues. 

Our design is unpredictable combination, the familiar scrambled 

into strangeness, a rapid succession of surprises whatever curling path 

you choose. Around the curve ahead, over the wall of brand–name 

boxes, or far across this huge floor, are, somewhere, air ratchets next 

to wicker baskets, boomerangs sliding into surge protectors. Without 
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clear sightlines or consumer categories, somewhere is anywhere, 

anywhere is everywhere, and the scale of our show seems prodigious, 

a Kenworth cornucopia, a feat of skill as well as strength. The banked 

seats of the arena, visible in the distance, are like the shoreline of an 

inland sea we’ve drained to reveal detritus that centuries have amassed 

in strange heaps and meandering folds, all present and waiting under 

this imaginary body of water the Liquidators have turned to air, this 

dead sea of failure.

Wednesday mornings we give away the catalog to our exhibition, 

a supplement in the newspaper, a booklet delivered to the doorsteps 

and apartment entryways of poor neighborhoods. For those who don’t 

read, the flyer jams into its eight pages hundreds of two–inch, black–

and–white photos partly covered with yellow blazes and red prices. 

Crowded in among the pictures and fire–sale splashes are, for readers, 

facsimiles of brand names and brief descriptions. The cheap paper 

and lurid colors, the jumbled photos and blazoned warnings—“prices 

subject to change,” “limited quantities available”—make the flyer an 

album of impermanence, throwaway catalog of a temporary installation 

never heralded by banners on downtown lightpoles. Although pages 

appear hurriedly composed, artlessly assembled like a hyperactive 

child’s collage, they map the floor’s maze. On the front and back 

pages and next to the margins is light reading, photos of men in tee 

shirts and women in brassieres, pictures of plastic bracelets and plaster 

knickknacks, come–ons for kids like baseball cards and barrettes. These 

goods line the edges of the floor, penny items for pockets, dollar buys 

for handbags. Moving inward from front or back, the browser finds 
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double–digit prices: skateboards for $14.95, vanity mirrors at $11.95, 

bottle jacks at $23.95, boom boxes for the whole family, “only $79.95, 

compare with name brands.” At the centerfold is the heavy reading, 

the heavy–duty items at the center of the floor: a Campbell Hausfield 

portable winch, $179.95; a forty–pound sandblaster system, $199.95; 

a six–inch long–bed joiner, $299.95; a VOLTMaster 6000–watt 

generator, $399.95. Garlanded by handtools and housewares, games 

and adornments, these durables are the load we’ve toted, the lodestone 

to which our prized customers gravitate, leading their women and 

children inward—and downward if our center–weighted space seems 

like a bowl—to merchandise with force like the force that moved it, 

power tools requiring power to take them home. At the newsprint 

crease and coliseum axis, anachronism is the Liquidators’ appeal: an 

all–male band of teamsters and stevedores bringing machines to fellow 

anachronists, men who still make things at home.

And you say, Henry, this is not a worthy life for a man?

Wednesday nights we guide the customers from their vehicles with 

videotape. The radio broadcasts and newspaper spreads are the same in 

every city. The six and eleven TV ads take the local, eye–level point 

of view, documentary film that might have been shot by any customer 

with a camcorder: an outside pan of the arena and parking lot; a 

moving, bumpy shot of building entrances; a slow 360 of the jammed 

floor; and then the camera winds through the aisles, glancing right, 

lingering left, as one of those intimate home–shopping voices recites 

the brand names, hushed accompaniment to the marvel of so much, 

the liquid sounds and fluid sentences preparing for the quick change we 
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Liquidators undergo when, on Thursday morning, you follow the film 

and enter the show. Burly men who yesterday wrestled crates are sitting 

on folding chairs squeezed in among the offerings. Today, wearing 

loose–fitting smocks, these soldiers of bad fortune look effete as 

museum guards. Raucous Wednesday roadies are quiet as undertakers. 

You’re surprised to find our power has been exhausted. Now we’re as 

harmless as prisoners of war waiting for a handout.

You too have been transformed. Former spectators in this venue, 

you’re out of your seats and down on the floor, all of you now suddenly 

athletes, men, women, and children walking where you’ve never been 

before, unfettered by ticket stubs and officious ushers, circulating freely 

where you’ve watched all the hometown heroes, moving where you 

want, ignoring if you wish the scattered spectators sitting still as their 

wares, passive observers of your motion, respondents to your desire 

and will. You take any path through the floor’s field of force, wander 

the twisting aisles waiting for impulse or search the piles for things 

you need. Sliding along like skaters in slow motion, towering over the 

floor–bound goods like high–rising hoopsters, you’re the winners now. 

In the seller–buyer conflict we can never completely hide, you’re the 

ones with force. We give you the power of purchase, physical purchase, 

literal leverage, a place to stand and bend and lift, every shopper a 

shoplifter. Man, woman, or child, you reach down, pick up, and hold. 

You lean in, stretch out, and heft. You raise your arms, grasp, and 

weigh. Everything is within your reach, no salescases or salespersons, 

no display models and backroom replacements. Everything is here, 

right here, up for grabbing, down for grubbing, everything almost 
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moving with the motion that got it here.

Even auto batteries, stacked near the machines they start or power, 

seem as light as the carnival sledgehammer, the tool that proves you 

belong to a line of force extending backward from railroadmen to 

convicts to archaic pulverizers of rock and stone, men with those 

prehensile thumbs first used for seizing, then for making tools. You 

reach down into your pocket and pull up the money. At this bazaar, it’s 

cash and carry, no credit cards for the Liquidators. We’re paying off debt, 

not running it up. You grab the battery, the densest object in our dense 

display, and surprise yourself with your force. We place the light bills in 

our cash boxes, and you carry off the battery like a player with a trophy. 

It’s hand–to–hand business we do. No grocery baskets or shopping 

carts break the bond of new possession, evidence of the change in this 

exchange, the transfer of transport—or the other way around: the 

transport of transfer. Another almost–anachronism: travelers meeting 

at a crossroads and conveying an object from far away, the burden of 

the distance traveled adding to the thing’s measurable weight. We give 

ownership a caravan gravity now everywhere diminished by home 

delivery, UPS robbing the world of its essential weight.

You taught me this, Judith, the past powering up the customers. 

Where are you now?

We know customers believe that so much stuff, like the lottery’s 

huge combinations, must conceal something beyond our strongman’s 

ability to bring the goods and our magician’s skill to make them 

disappear, some buried treasure that’s unknown to us, something like 

the million–dollar edition in the used–book stall or the five–million–
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dollar painting in the junk shop but more mysterious, gold secreted 

in a battery, or more miraculous, the bonanza lying just under all our 

feet. Surrounded by permutations of failure, you come to believe in 

long–shot success, not the self–helpers’ “secret of success” that requires 

implementation, but a find that will in a single instant define your 

earlier life as failed and the new life as fortunate, a word welded of 

luck and money. Our trade secret is surprise, but like tent shows 

rumored to heal those in failing health, we fail your personal dream 

of sudden wealth. What we offer you is public, intangible. Leaving the 

arena, you notice the signs you didn’t see above the doors when you 

rushed in: “Thank You for Contributing to the Liquidators’ Savings.” 

Strangely worded, our sendoff recalls our invitation on the backdoors 

of every trailer: “Follow Our Lead to the River of Savings.” Having 

saved money in our flowing emporium, you leave as an immersed 

member of Midwest Liquidators. Holding your goods, you suddenly 

realize you’re doing good. You too are giving aid, not full–fledged 

salvation of distressed businesses but the dignity–saving payment of 

some outstanding debts. Like us and with us, you’re transforming total 

failure into partial success, participating in our fractional philanthropy 

and decimal deliverance. Satisfied customer, you pack your trunk or 

load your van, drive home the weight we’ve hauled across state lines. 

No matter your class or race, age, or ethnicityheritage, you are part 

of a purifying process as necessary as sewage–treatment plants beside 

the polluted rivers of the Midwest we circle. Diffusing the collected 

waste of our nation’s commerce, you’re a local rep of the Liquidators’ 

All–American altruism.


